
 
 

Dear Flex Week Program Owners: 
 
Please be advised that, yes, the Flex Week Ownership Program no longer exists, as it expired effective January 
1, 2021, pursuant to the Expiration Statement included in all of the original Flex Week Use Program 
Agreements, which were duly recorded.  It was never intended to be a “forever” program.   
 
Coincidentally, by the last year of the Program, the Flex Week availability had dwindled to the point of almost 
non-existent, except for smaller units, in the non-desirable weeks; ie: studios and efficiencies in late Fall and 
Winter, providing for the inability and unavailability to “trade”/”flex” a lesser value unit for a greater value unit 
when banking with RCI for outside exchanges, as well as “trading” for a more desirable unit/week in Prime 
Time (Summer, Holidays, Event Weeks, etc.) here at Outrigger.   
 
Over the years, through 2nd and 3rd party purchases, these Flex Weeks became Fixed Weeks by virtue of the 
New Owners desiring these specific units/weeks permanently.  The very large majority of these original Flex 
Weeks were owned and controlled by one single entity, who opted to convert them to Fixed Weeks, thereby 
reducing the overall Flex Week inventory by many hundreds, leaving virtually 0% opportunity to effect a 
desired “Flex Trade”.   
 
At any rate, the Program was predestined to expire when it did, but it was pretty much a mute point when it did, 
as far as effective future “trade” opportunities. 
 
In summary, the Deeded Weeks/Units that once were part of the Flex Use Program, are now Deeded Fixed 
Weeks/Units, with no future opportunity to “trade” them for any other Units/Weeks, for any purpose, either 
year-to-year, or permanently. 
 
Our apologies for any confusion or frustrations in this regard, but this is a closed issue, and, with all of the other 
day-in and day-out responsibilities and goals with managing your Resort, it will not be open for further 
discussions, etc. 
 
Further, please be advised that, currently, the Association and Management Company are not accepting any 
Owner Unit For Sale Listings.  We will advise accordingly should this change.   
 
Please take care.  Be Well, and Be Safe. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Bill Dameron 
Resort Manager 
Outrigger Beach Club 


